
AAU 3 on 3 Kickoff Rules and Expectations 
 

At any Minnesota AAU event, we expect all participants to follow our Gold Standard of behavior 
and sportsmanship.  Be positive and support ALL AAU athletes, coaches, and officials.  Anyone 
not following this Gold Standard might be asked to leave the facility with no refund of 
admission.  Be a good role model—RESPECT EVERYONE. 

 
1. All participants (players and coach/adult on bench) must be 2019 AAU members.   
2. Each team must have one parent/coach on the bench.  This adult is not allowed to stand 

during the game but can provide direction and help with subbing. 
3. Please pick up all trash in your bench area after each game.  Leave the area cleaner than 

you found it! 
4. Please be at your court ready to play 10 minutes before your scheduled game time.   
5. All teams should have a reversible uniform with a number  
6. “Rock Paper Scissors” will determine initial possession of the ball.  The official on the 

court with supervise this to start each game. 
7. The team listed first will wear dark uniforms and provide the game ball (28.5 ball will be 

used for all games) 
8. You can sub anytime a basket is made or if the ball goes out of bounds. 
9. A team can play with only two players (3 on 2) if needed 
10. Defensive team will get possession of all jump balls 
11. 3 seconds in the lane will result in a turnover 
12. Both feet, and the ball, must go outside the 3-point line in order to change possession.  

This includes airballs, steals, and defensive rebounds. 
13. A ball that goes out of bounds is checked behind the 3-point line to start the new 

possession 
14. Half court and the sidelines/baseline constitute the court of play  
15. No stalling, if needed, the official on the court an institute an approximate 12 second 

shot clock 
16. Game time is game time, teams not ready to play will forfeit (15-0) 

 
SCORING: 
 
-Any shot inside the arc will be worth 1 points.   
-Any shot behind the arc will be worth 2 points.   
-Free throws are worth 1 point. 
-Technical and intentional fouls will result in 1 points plus the ball 
-Players have 5 seconds to shoot a free-throw once the teams are lined up and the ball has 
been checked 
-Any game ending in a tie will be played to sudden victory (first team to score any basket, 
including a free-throw, shall be declared the winner) 
-Games will be 18 min running time at which point the team ahead will be declared the winner 
unless a team reaches 15 points and is ahead by 2, in which case the game would be complete  
 



Pool Play Tie Breaker 
 
1. In any situation where two (2) teams are tied, head-to-head competition between the teams 
will determine the winner. 
2. If more than two (2) teams tie, a point differential tie-breaker will be applied. The point 
differentials of the teams involved in the tie are totaled. Teams are then ranked according to 
the sum of the point differential - with the highest number placing above the second highest 
point total and the third highest point total next. (The maximum that you can beat a team and 
still gain an advantage is 15 points.) 
3. If two (2) teams are still tied after the application of the formula, go back to (a.) to break the 
tie. 
4. The score of all forfeits shall be 15-0.  
5. If there is still a three way tie, a three way flip of the coin will determine team placement. 
 
FOULS AND FREE THROWS 

-Shooting fouls:  Player shoots 1 free throw, worth 1 point, regardless of if the shot is made 
(and-1) or missed. 

-Non-Shooting fouls: Player shoots 1 free throw, worth 1 point on the 5th team foul (and 
beyond). 

No free throws on technical or intentional (they result in 1 point, plus the ball) 

A technical foul for fighting is an automatic ejection from the tournament. 

-A player will foul out on their 5th personal foul. 

TIME OUTS 

-Each team gets 1 x 30 second time out.  Can be called by players or coach. 

 


